
At California’s Department of Health Care Services meeting in Sacramento, I had the chance to 
weigh in on whether California would adopt the American Academy of Pediatric Committee on 
Infectious Diseases’s (AAP COID) restrictive new guidelines on preventative Respiratory 
Syncytial Virus or RSV treatment for premature babies.  The question is both pressing and 
controversial.  Issued in August, AAP’s guidelines limit preventative treatment against 
respiratory syncytial virus to premature babies born before 29 weeks gestation – only a small 
portion of the fragile premature patient population that would otherwise be eligible.1  Despite 
their obvious stakeholder status, the decision-making process has largely ignored a potent 
source of insight: neonatologists, pulmonologists, and pediatric critical care specialists who 
have worked with these preemies for years and understand the risk we assume by adopting 
AAP COID’s guidelines. 

RSV is a common seasonal virus with cold-like symptoms contracted by most children before 
their second birthday.  But for premature babies with chronic lung disease and compromised 
immune systems, the virus can prove deadly.  RSV causes approximately 90,000 hospitalizations 
and over 4,000 deaths a year in young children; it is up to almost a hundred times more 
common in some settings and ten times more deadly than the flu.2-4 

Premature infants who contract severe RSV may develop bronchiolitis, wheezing and difficulty 
breathing.  Too often, these infants wind up in the pediatric or neonatal intensive care unit, 
dependent upon ventilators.5-7  As all pediatricians know, the effects of RSV infection do not 
subside immediately after the infant goes home.  These patients can go on to have childhood 
asthma and are at increased likelihood to require re-admission to the hospital for respiratory 
problems.8 

Although efforts have been ongoing for some time, no approved vaccine exists for RSV. For 
many years, physicians have used an effective monoclonal immunization, palivizumab, to 
protect premature infants and babies with lung problems from severe RSV. Palivizumab does 
not prevent infection but interferes with the action of the F protein, which is responsible for 
significant morbidity associated with RSV infection.  Palivizumab is administered as a monthly 
series of immunizations for the duration of RSV season, typically November-March.9 

Over the past decade, the American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Infectious Disease 
(AAP COID) has issued increasingly restrictive guidelines for palivizumab.  With each iteration of 
its guidelines, AAP COID has reduced access to treatment, reducing both the population that 
qualifies for palivizumab and the number of shots allowed. When the AAP COID deems a 
treatment unnecessary, insurers and state health care policies typically refuse to pay for it (in 
California, Medicare and CCS). 



Moreover, from a perspective of encouraging universal acceptance, the AAP COID has claimed 
that all reviewers have concurred with the latest recommendations despite assertions to the 
contrary (http://www.nann.org/uploads/RSVGuidelineResponse.pdf).  Regimens with fewer 
doses than “FDA indication” have not been tested in a randomized clinical trial (RCT). Use of an 
abbreviated dosing schedule for immunoprophylaxis is contrary to published evidence and the 
FDA approved product indication for palivizumab.9 

The AAP COID’s guidelines reflect interpretive guidance of the literature.1 Of particular public 
concern was a de-emphasis on the best available evidence and a focus on adjudicated studies 
to generate a form of expert “expert opinion,” a loosely defined term.  The new AAP COID 
guidelines rely heavily on a study that included an insufficient number of premature infants. In 
the study, by Hall, et al., premature infants represented only 56 of the 2,140 subjects studied 
(approximately 3%).10  Yet the AAP COID’s guidelines extrapolate this study’s findings to the 
entire premature infant population. Gone are the inclusion of various risk factors used to best 
estimate the risk of significant RSV infection, eligibility for babies >29 weeks gestation unless 
significant chronic lung disease can be documented, and the ability to continue prophylaxis for 
babies who have already required hospitalization.11 Other changes simply do not make sense. 
Patients with acyanotic congenital heart disease can receive prophylaxis, but those with 
cyanotic heart disease require further consultation with cardiology.1 The abbreviated 2009 and 
2012 dosing schedules were not introduced because a randomized control trial demonstrated 
that 3 doses were as good as 5, because the FDA indication had changed or because of the 
presence of a new or improved therapy. In 2014, the changes away from an abbreviated 
schedule but with dosing to only a very select group of preterm infants was again not made 
according to the best available evidence. 

Physicians are confused by the new AAP COID guidelines. Although there is no substitute for 
clinical practice, some have opined their concern that the certain new AAP COID 
recommendations have been issued as policy and not a guideline. Policies expire after five years 
according to the AAP.1  Although the AAP COID guidelines do not apply in every condition or for 
every case and that variation from the COID guideline can be acceptable practice, the FDA 
indication provides the most clarity in preventing use of a pharmaceutical product outside of its 
carefully studied parameters.9  This exclusionary clause is very important from a medico-legal 
perspective as insurers often only pay for dosing according to the APP COID guideline per se 
and not allow the proviso that there can be exceptions to the guideline as written. 
Paradoxically, insurers will also inform physicians that they will not pay for therapies that are 
not dosed according to FDA indication. On paper, our AAP has committed to encouraging 
companies to develop medications and devices with an FDA indication for our patients.12 What 
message does this “policy against the indication” send to other companies thinking about 
developing a novel therapy with a specific pediatric indication?  

http://www.nann.org/uploads/RSVGuidelineResponse.pdf


While I respect the intellect, professional credentials, and clinical knowledge of AAP COID’s 
decision makers, I do question their forethought on this issue.  I also question their experience 
with premature infants battling severe RSV.  I do not doubt they have seen RSV in the clinic or 
perhaps in a ward setting, but would the majority of the pediatricians on the AAP COID know 
how to operate a Jet ventilator if they had to use one to take care of a baby who was intubated 
with RSV and had failed conventional ventilation?  Have they taken care of premature 
newborns struggling for life in the intensive care unit? Have they ever taken care of a baby who 
has required heart lung bypass or ECMO because their lungs have been destroyed by RSV? Have 
they discussed with a family the need to discontinue support on their baby because of the 
complications of RSV? Have they every had to answer the question, “if there was a good 
medication to prevent all of this, why didn’t my baby receive it?”13 

I can only assume that they have not.  My experience working on babies with these dire 
circumstances weighs heavily on my conscience.  Although cost saving from RSV prophylaxis is 
supposed to pay for other goods and services that are important for pediatric health care, 
restricting premature infants’ access to the RSV prevention that is provided by the FDA 
indication is not only risky but also borderline unethical.  Premature infants in California 
deserve better, as do babies across the country.   

Which brings us back to California.  The AAP COID’s new guidelines generated significant 
physician outcry. Several states solicited public and professional opinions before determining 
whether to adopt the AAP COID’s guidelines into state Medicaid policy. Alaska decided not to 
enact the new recommendations.  In Sacramento, our Department of Health Care Services 
officials heard from those with a real stake in the decision – parents, nurses, pediatricians and 
pediatric subspecialists who take care of these babies. These presentations reflected best 
evidence from the research, as well as personal, and first-hand experiences.   

I applaud California in bringing this conversation to health care providers and parents who 
understand the issue first-hand.  However, the guidance issued by California’s CCS largely based 
on the AAP COID policy statement places our most fragile babies at significant risk. I urge our 
state to reconsider, to opt against adopting AAP COID’s restrictive guidelines and, in doing so, 
set an example that other states can follow and protect our at risk babies.   
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